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Summary  We use basal roughness, a property accessible to airborne ice penetrating radar, to examine the dynamics 
of the West Antarctic Ice Sheet.  We examine roughness through analysis of the along track variability of basal 
elevation profiles collected over the Siple Coast and the Thwaites Glacier catchment, at length scales between 400 
meters and 4 kilometers.  There are significant differences in the patterns of roughness between catchments. A one-to-
one correlation between roughness and proposed sedimentary basins identified in potential fields data in the Siple Coast 
is not apparent. However, roughness does systematically decrease downstream, likely reflecting the effect of mobile 
tills.  Under Thwaites Glacier, smooth areas are more localized, and restricted to the interior.  In addition, we find that 
in the Siple Coast region, the plateaus underlying the major interstream ice ridges are remarkably smooth at all length 
scales, while flat bedrock platforms do not exist near Thwaites Glacier.  
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Introduction 
The West Antarctic Ice Sheet (WAIS) is the last major marine ice sheet on Earth.  The stability of this ice sheet is a 

major unknown in predictions of future sea level change.  In part this due to uncertainties in the nature of the coupling 
of the ice sheet to its bed; in part it is due to the fact that the Neogene history of the WAIS remains controversial.  One 
observable property of the ice sheet, accessible using ice penetrating radar, which may inform both issues is basal 
roughness.  Here we examine basal roughness of the Thwaites Glacier Catchment and the Siple Coast Ice Streams using 
two approaches: direct analysis of basal topographic profiles, and examination the nature of the recorded basal echo. 

One aspect of the base of the ice that may be elucidated by measurements of basal roughness is the rheology of the 
substrate.  A smooth surface may indicate water-saturated sediments soft enough to be readily mobilized by over-riding 
ice (e.g. Rippin et al., 2006) or an ice-water interface controlled by basal melting (e.g. Carter et al., 2007).  Alternatively, 
a rougher interface may result from incision by subglacial floods (e.g Lowe and Anderson, 2003), basal cracking or 
drumlin formation under fast flow conditions (e.g. Smith et al., 2007).  An additional possibility is that the morphology 
was inherited from before the formation of the ice sheet (for example, wave cut platforms). 

Previous work 
Drewry (1975) did early work using profile-derived subglacial roughness in East Antarctica. The first attempt to 

quantify the basal roughness of the West Antarctic Ice Sheet at regional scales was carried out by Siegert et al. (2004), 
who used 1970's NSF/SPRI/TUD airborne survey data over the Siple Coast ice streams.  The ice penetrating radar data 
was sampled at 2.2 kilometers along track. They used a spectral approach (Talyor et al., 2004) to integrate the power 
spectra of 70-kilometer windows along the bed elevation profiles.  Siegert et al. (2004a) found that basal roughness 
increased toward the interior of the ice sheet, and suggested that marine sedimentary drapes suggested in potential fields 
data (Studinger et al., 2001; Blankenship et al., 2001) are restricted to areas currently showing ice streaming.    

Rippin et al. conducted similar work (2006), studying East Antarctica's Slessor Glacier system using airborne ice 
penetrating radar collected by the British Antarctic Survey in 2001/2002.  They used the standard deviation of both the 
bed elevation and the basal reflected power, measured over 5x5 kilometer bins, to evaluate roughness.  They found 
considerable variation between the three active tributaries of the Slessor Glacier, with a tributary modeled as requiring 
basal sliding (Rippin et al., 2003) showing the least roughness.  Rippin et al. (2006) also used the duration of the basal 
echo to characterize the bed, as suggested by Oswald (1972) and Robin et al. (1969).  

The AGASEA and CASERTZ data sets 
The Corridor Aerogeophysics of the Eastern Ross Transect Zone (CASERTZ) airborne survey was conducted 

between 1991 and 1996 as a collaboration between the University of Texas Institute for Geophysics, Lamont-Doherty 
Earth Observatory, and the U. S. Geological Survey.  A twin engine aircraft conducted an integrated geophysical survey 
involving altimetry, gravimetry, magnetics and ice penetrating radar was flown in a five-kilometer spaced grid between 
the Amundsen Sea/Ross Sea Divide to the onset regions of Kamb and Willians Ice Stream, and along the length of 
Bindshadler Ice Stream to Siple Dome (Blankenship et al., 2001).  The radar transmitter operated at 60 MHz with a 250 
nsec pulse and a pulse repetition rate of 12.5 kHz, resulting in a system bandwidth of 4 MHz.  The incoherent receiver 
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varied between the seasons; early seasons used 20,/40 nsec sampling (~ 1.7/3.4 meters in ice), while later work used 16 
nanoseconds.  The radar traces were log detected and staked to an output rate of 4 Hz  (~ 10-20 meters along track, 
depending of aircraft velocity).  A semiautomatic picker was used to find the onset of the basal echo, which was used 
here to find the ice thickness.  Laser altimetry was used to find the surface and thus the bed elevation. 

 

The 2004/2005 Airborne Geophysical Survey of the Amundsen Embayment was a collaboration between UTIG and 
BAS, using two similarly equipped, although upgraded, aircraft to map Thwaites and Pine Island Glaciers (Holt et al., 
2006, Vaughan et al., 2006). The catchment of Thwaites Glacier was surveyed with 15 km line spacing.  The radar used 
by UTIG at Thwaites Glacier was greatly improved, allowing coherent acquisition and the use of a "chirp' rather than a 
pulse, increasing the sensitivity, recorded sample rate and the bandwidth (15 MHz), and hence the fidelity of the basal 
echoes.  The initial data was processed in a manner similar to that of the CASERTZ data, to speed the release of ice 
thicknesses to the community; however, once fully processed the data will allow analysis on length scales of meters 
(Peters et al., 2005; in press).  As pulse compression produces a non-casual echo shape, the interpolated peak power was 
picked as the basal interface.  

Neither dataset was migrated; as such, higher basal slopes will be underestimated, and there should be a slight bias  
toward smoother slopes with depth. 

Evaluating roughness along profiles 
As we intend to examine the scale dependence of roughness underlying the WAIS, we need to go beyond the 

binning approach of Rippin et al. (2006); following the recommendations of Shepard et al. (2001), we evaluate the 
RMS slope of the bed elevations profiles at a range of baselines, from 200 meters to 40 kilometers.  For the CASERTZ 
survey, the bed was not reliably picked when the echo signal strength dropped below –107 dBm, Bed picks with signal 
strengths of less than this value were filtered out.  We then regularize the picked bed locations to a 20 meters point 
spacing using an Akima spline.  Then for every point, we obtain the absolute different between the point's elevation and 
that of those points at exactly 'lag' meters ahead and behind it, and find the RMS slope of those two differences.  The 
along profile slope data are then processed using a 3 km median filter, and interpolated to a grid using a tension spline.  
No detrending is performed, in order to sample all length scales for this initial analysis. 

Figure 1. Map of bed elevations derived from the AGASEA/BBAS survey (left) and the CASERTZ survey (right).  
Yellow line shows location of Figure 2.  Ice coreing sites are also shown, in addition to surface elevation contours 
from (Liu et al., 2001).  The grounding line is in red. 
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Results 
Figure 2 shows a profile (yellow line in Figure 1; also see Diehl et al., 2007) demonstrating the results of this 

method. The red line corresponds to roughness with lags of 4 km; green has a lag of 2000 meters, and blue reflect 
roughness at the 400 meter length scale.   

Systematic issues 
The CASERTZ survey area is generally is biased toward small-scale roughness ('bluer') than the AGASEA area. 

While would appear likely to be due to the 
lesser bandwidth and sensitivity of the older 
radar, comparison of the median filtered RMS 
slope obtained by a HiCARS flights across the 
CASERTZ survey area to that extracted from 
the grid at the same locations indicate similar 
roughness at similar length scales, 
demonstrating the effectiveness of the 
prefiltering. 

Comparison with gravity data 
When compared to the gravity derived 

profiles in Diehl et al. (2007), it is apparent 
that there is not a simple relationship between 
roughness and major sedimentary basins.  
While there is a slight anticorrelation between 
RMS slope and low density in the Byrd 
Subglacial Basin and Bentley Subglacial 
Trench regions, basins ‘d ‘ and ‘e’ of Diehl et 
al. (2007) in the Siple Coast region correlate 
with enhanced roughness.  It is evident that 
roughness must be interpreted in the context of 
regionally distributed processes. 

Transition from interior to streaming to 
ice shelf 

Within 200 km of the grounding line the bed of the Siple Coast are smooth (Figure 2, 3); however, a gradient in 
roughness is seen upstream, as noted in Siegert et al. (2004a).  This roughness gradient may represent progressive 
infilling of topography by mobilized tills.  However, the onset region of Kamb Ice Stream is smooth, especially when 
compared to the onset zone of Bindschadler Ice Stream.  Further upstream, the region between the Byrd Station 1968 
ice core site and the ASE/RSE ice divide is also smooth – this area corresponds to a ice driving stress low, and internal 
layers indicate both basal melting and large changes flow direction in the past (Siegert et al., 2004b).  A subglacial 
water system directly was also identified at Byrd during coring.  Discrete portions of the interior of the Thwaites Glacier 
catchment are also very smooth at all length scales.  In general, the Byrd Subglacial Basin and Bentley Trench regions 
are smooth, contrasting with rougher (especially at smaller length scales) regions in the tributary region of Bindschadler 
Ice Stream, implying that in this deep ice regime, a different process likely responsible for smoothing topography. 

Highlands 
Eastern Marie Byrd Land and the Ellsworth-Witmore Subglacial Mountains, two discrete crustal blocks underlying 

the WAIS (Dalziel and Lavwer, 2001), are notably rough at all scales. An area fringing the Ellsworth-Witmore 
Subglacial Mountains, identified as the Witmore Mountains-Ross Embayment transitional crust in Blankenship et al., 
(2001) largely on the basis of potential fields data, is modernly smooth by comparison.  Most reconstructions of a 
deglaciated West Antarctica put the transitional crust at or above sea level; this work suggests that is crust was shaped 
in a fundamentally different geomorphic regime to the higher crustal blocks. 

Figure 2. Profile across the WAIS.  (Bottom) Cross-section of the 
WAIS  - bedrock is grey, bed reflectors used for this analysis are in 
black, and the ice surface is in blue; (Top) RMS slopes at 400 , 2 
km and 4 km baselines; the gap at 500 km due to missing data 
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Figure 3. Map of 400-meter RMS slope over the Siple Coast (BIS=Bindschadler Ice Stream; KIS=Kamb Ice Stream; 
and WIS is Willans Ice Stream).  Yellow is part of the profile in Figure 2; red is the grounding line.  The Byrd and Siple 
Dome ice core sites are also shown, the bright spot near Byrd is subglacial Mt. Resnick. 

Bedrock platforms 
The plateaus underlying Siple Dome and Shabtaie Ice Ridge are second only to the Ross Ice Shelf in terms of 

smoothness.  The trough holding the formerly active Siple Ice Stream is as smooth as the bed of Siple Dome, 
demonstrating that km scale roughness alone does not control ice streaming.  
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